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The work of Michal Budny is based on keenly simple statements,
therefore I would like to express myself in one sentence, even
if it will not be a short sentence, because I would like to retain
something of the directness of his form of expression, which
hec nrpnnccpccprl tr-ta f.n^ tLo }.o-i--;^- [-^* +L^ *^-^^rrsu yrvHvuuLsovu rrr! rrurlr LrrL L.,gErrtrIrrtE,r ffulll tIltr IIluIIreIlL wg
met for the flrst time, when Michal stopped by the gallery with
a black plastic portfolio in his arm fllled with abstract collages
made from various types of paper, new and used, colorful and
already faded, with graduated shades of white and wholly yer-
lowed, which we looked at by spreading them on the floor, and
it was not an especially exuberant encounter, but for me so
unexpected and astounding that we immediately agreed to meet
again in a couple of months, and once again, and in this rhythm
we arrived in the fall of the following year, when Michar came
againwith a series of new works, and at that time they were the
flrst spatial objects, made of cardboard scraps, surprising inas- '
much as their simplicity and atthe same fime handmade .o-- "' '

plexity, that we decided together, on the spot, that we wanted to
exhibit them - so did Michal's debut exhibition at the Gallery
Raster come to pass, at which point the exhibition came to be ",,.
- as I captured it in the accompanying leaflet - bookbinder recon-
struchons oJ objects ond Jorms, token Jrom immediote erwironment .., 

.

of the contemporory humon (postcords, qdvertisements, cell phones,
discmans etc.), small,light objects, made from cordboard and uorious
types of, oftenyellowed, papers, gripping through the nobleness and
the reluctance of the nearly abstract form - all of them possessed
in themselves something like a soul, namely they referred to
the imperfectness of interpersonal communication, because
they were unflnished letters, dummies of Nokia's most popular
phone model back then and faded display panels, everything in
a small room, painted gray specifically for the occasion, because,
even back then, the relationship of the objects to the room was
aheady essential to Michat, and soon it should revear itserf as
crucial, this became clear as the next, larger in scale objects
came into being, light despite their large size, sort of bereft of
mass, but complex on the semantic level, objects which - as
I related previously - describe phenomeno, stotes of things'iid
emotions,which ore dfficult to weigh or meosure,like the rain or the
voice, they appear exceptionally close,homely,lending oform ond
a meaning to what we preiiously considered empty spoce oround
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us, and in foct some of them are literally an attempt to reconstruct
a fragment of the space, for instance "Light" - a 1-:7 recreation of
a shofi of light observed one morning in the artist's room - in this
unpretentious and poetic manner, still working flrst and fore-
most with cardboard, Michal described the subjective experience
of time.4gd place, with reference to his connectedness with the
space as subject and medium of his work, while light remained
the theme and title, to which he returned in one of his next ex-
hibitions, which we worked on together in 2oog, that consisted
of a series of objects which could be describ ed as formolly exqui-
site studies, circling on the concepts of uncwering, covering,hiding,
enlightening and... painting, but again concerning the question of
interpersonal communication, as inldiot's Mask - the figure of
deceit, the concealment of the genuine face in shadow - works,
characterizedby their or,rm emotional intelligence, which at the
same time begin a dialog with the tradition of modern art (in-
cluding painting), focusing on formal analyses: of forin, of sight,
of light, and do so in a refreshing manner as a result of Michal's
use of an anti-academic, "domestic" artist's workshop, and the

;.,cr€fltior of nearly ephemeral forms, based on a wholly unortho-
dcit use of materiats at hand such as: paper, old cardboard, paint,
finished objects, fragments of his o\iry'n, older works, water, honey,
or€yen... dance, which was presented as a video projection in
the exhibition, as a.recording of a short choreography developed
on behalf of Budny by French dancer Gilles Guillain, which

,,, .fsryplgted the composition of the exhibition, diverse like nev-
eribefote in regard to forms and materials, consisting of works
invoking the impression that they were made from nothing,
appeared unexpectedly and out of nowhere, with a materiality

'which was yet more apparent than hitherto, they functioned on
the basis of short bursts of thoughts and matter, immateriality
appears to be their very nature, and the form they took a tempo-
rary exhibition hybrid, and it was then that Budny's distinctive,
warm minimalism flnally manifested, his loyalty toward the
basic principle of this genre - to reach completeness of form and
meaning in the most reserved way possible, even if through the
seemingly random folding of a sheet of packaging paper, and in
these simplest, handmade gestures, in the simplest statements,
single sentences contain the whole secret and - for life, indis-
pensable - light, about which Michal back then formulated one
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